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Termination

15.1.1 The account may not be settled by whatever other means than termination.

15.1.2 Attention to this world and this world only means to follow in default and draw continuous damnation.

15.1.3 The significance of terms is otherworldly.
15.2.1 An era will conclude in the arrival of a figure to refer to.

15.2.2 As provided by the contract will the cooling of the cosmos leave no room for the provisions of the contract. But perhaps within this absence will the future of the contract find its reason.

15.2.3 The final judgement is ongoing.
15.3.1 Every figure in the book will be a judgement that decides between one version and the next.

15.3.2 Death and judgement strictly coincide.

15.3.3 The judgments that arrive will be inscribed in terms for life in the account book.

15.3.4 Investments are a consequence of death.
15.4.1 The fulfilment of the promise is a promise to fulfil.

15.4.2 The beginning has no end.

15.4.3 The nature of the contract is to alter.
15.5.1 The image of the law implied its breaking. But unable to transcend his own humanity projected on the image of the golden calf had Moses failed to understand the fragments. Their significance would open to a later age that recognised itself in his hypocrisy and pride. Whereby the punishments were lifted.
15.6.1 A term is both an end and a beginning.